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About Sleep
关于睡眠

An average individual spends one-third of their
lifetime sleeping. Quality sleep is as essential to
survival as food and water. Without sleep you
can’t form or maintain the pathways in your brain
that let you learn and create new memories. It
will also make it harder to concentrate and
respond quickly.

Sleep is an 
important factor in 
your Daily Routine



Circadian Rhythm
The human body follows a natural, 24-hour pattern called

the circadian rhythm. This rhythm is influenced by the

environment (such as lightness or darkness) and it

determines your sleep patterns by releasing hormones

when it’s time to sleep.

Sleep Disturbances
Abnormalities in the circadian rhythm and the chronic lack

of sleep can lead to sleep disorders like insomnia, high

blood pressure, cardiovascular disease, diabetes,

depression, and obesity.

Insomnia
Insomnia is a common sleep disorder that can make it

hard to fall asleep, hard to stay asleep, or cause you to

wake up too early and not be able to get back to sleep.

You may still feel tired when you wake up.

About Sleep
关于睡眠



SYMPTOMS OF SLEEP 
PROBLEMS BY AGE 55-64 65-74 75-84

Insomnia 49% 46% 50%

Snoring 41% 28% 22%

Sleep Apnea 9% 6% 7%

Restless Legs Syndrome
(RLS) 15% 17% 21%

Frequency: a few nights a week or more 

SLEEP PROBLEMS/DISORDERS PREVALENCE 
AMONG OLDER PERSONS



Brainwave Frequencies
关于脑电波

Our brain’s ability to become flexible and/or
transition through various brain wave frequencies
plays a large role in how successful we are at
managing stress, focusing on tasks, and getting a
good night’s sleep.

The five brain waves in order of highest frequency
to lowest are as follows: gamma, beta, alpha,
theta, and delta.

5 Brain Waves: 
Frequencies To 
Understand



Gamma Waves, 𝛾
Frequency range: 40 Hz to 100 Hz
(Highest)
Too little: ADHD, depression, learning
disabilities
Optimal: Binding senses, cognition,
information processing, learning,
perception, REM sleep

Alpha Waves, ⍺
Frequency range: 8 Hz to 12 Hz
(Moderate)
Too little: Anxiety, high stress, insomnia,
OCD
Optimal: Relaxation

Beta Waves, β
Frequency range: 12 Hz to 40 Hz (High)
Too little: ADHD, daydreaming,
depression, poor cognition
Optimal: Conscious focus, memory,
problem solving

Delta Waves, δ
Frequency range: 0 Hz to 4 Hz (Slowest)
Too little: Inability to rejuvenate body,
inability to revitalize the brain, poor sleep
Optimal: Immune system, natural
healing, restorative / deep sleep

Theta Waves, 𝛉
Frequency range: 4 Hz to 8 Hz (Slow)
Too little: Anxiety, poor emotional
awareness, stress
Optimal: Creativity, emotional
connection, intuition, relaxation

Brainwave Frequency
关于脑电波
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NREM N1 (formerly “stage 1”)
• is a time of drowsiness or transition from being awake to falling asleep. Brain

waves and muscle activity begin slowing down in this stage.

• People in N1 sleep may experience sudden muscle jerks, preceded by a falling

sensation.

“ NREM N2 (formerly “stage 2”)
• is a period of light sleep during which eye movements stop.

• Brain waves become slower, with occasional bursts of rapid waves

(called sleep spindles) and spontaneous periods of muscle tone

mixed with periods of muscle relaxation.

“
NREM N3 (formerly “stage 3 & 4”)
• is called “slow wave sleep” (SWS) and is characterized by the presence of slow

brain waves called “delta waves” interspersed with smaller, faster waves.

• Blood pressure falls, breathing slows, and temperatures drops even lower, with

the body becoming immobile. Sleep is deeper, with no eye movement and

decreased muscle activity, although muscles retain their ability to function.

“ REM (Rapid Eye Movement) sleep
• A unique state, in which dreams usually occur.

• The brain is awake & body paralyzed (REM-related atonia).

• REM sleep is “an active period of sleep marked by intense brain 

activity. Brain waves are fast and desynchronized, similar to those in 

the waking state.

“

Ultradian Rhythms of Sleep
睡眠阶段



N1

NREM N1
(light phase of sleep)
Non Rapid Eye Movement Phase.
You are just starting to fall asleep.
You are floating and your mind
begins to drift.
You can wake easily during this 
stage.

REM
REM Sleep
(dream and brain activity)
Rapid Eye Movement Phase. Most
dreaming occurs during this phase.
Your body will not be able to
regulate its temperature. You may
begin to feel hot or cold.

N2

NREM 2
(light phase of sleep)
Your heart rate will slow down. Your
body temperature will drop. Your eye
movement stops. Your brain waves
slow down.

N3
NREM 3
(deeper phase of sleep)
Your breathing will become deeper.
Your body will repair and regrow tissue.
Also, your immune system will
strengthen. You may feel disorientated
if woken during this stage.

Theta

Low
Voltage, 
Random

Theta

Delta

Ultradian Rhythms & Brain Waves Type
睡眠阶段与其脑波类型

Brain
Waves 
Type
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Side View

Bottom

Simple and Sleek Design

Top View



HOW 
SLEEPWAV 
HELPS 
YOU SLEEP 
LONGER 
AND 
DEEPER?

Our brains have specific energy frequency patterns that reveal activities of the
brain throughout the day, Gamma state, Alpha state, Beta state, Theta state,
and Delta state.

YOUR BRAIN HAS DIFFERENT WAVES ACTIVITY DURING SLEEP

During sleep the brain produces primarily Theta and Delta brain wave patterns.
Deep restful sleep is characterized by the Delta brain wave state.

THETA & DELTA BRAINWAVES ARE ESSENTIAL FOR QUALITY SLEEP

The SleepWav helps establish these brain wave patterns in your brain by
producing the frequencies and patterns similar to the brain state of sleep.

PEMF & SCALAR WAVES GENERATED BY SLEEPWAV

Through resonance, the brain will entrain or synchronize to these patterns, 
giving you a quality long night sleep.

RESONANCE INDUCED DEEP SLEEP BRAINWAVES PUT YOU TO SLEEP

Science Behind SleepWav



Wake Up Refreshed & 
Rejuvenated
Struggling to have deep, quality sleep?

Simply plug the SleepWav into your mobile 
phone or tablet and start experiencing deep, 
restful, rejuvenating sleep.

SleepWav gets you to sleep within 15 – 20 
minutes and maintain deep, steady sleep 
throughout the night.



ZERO 
NOISE

Pulsed Electromagnetic
Frequency and Scalar
Waves generated by
SleepWav is effective at
low volume. Specially
designed for people
who cannot sleep with
noise around.

LIGHTWEIGHT 
& PORTABLE

SleepWav weighs only
about 500gram, it is a
lightweight portable
device that could be
carried around easily
and effortlessly.

EFFECTIVE WITHIN 
15 MINUTES

Once SleepWav is turned on,
the PEMF and Scalar
Frequency Waves generated
will induce and entrain your
brain waves to sleeping
mode within 15 minutes.

NO CHARGING 
NEEDED

Never need to worry about
battery issue with SleepWav.
The microcurrent of your
phone is powerful enough
to run SleepWav for one
whole night.

Sleep Well, Live Well for Everyone Around You 

Unique Features of SleepWav



Technology
• Pulsed Electro Magnetic Frequency (PEMF) 
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PEMF for  sleep disorders is to alter disruptive sleep wave patterns.

It is a principle of basic physics that molecules or electrical activity resonate.

When presented with an external resonating stimulus, dynamic, resonant 

molecules or electrical activity begins to react to the stimulus frequencies by 

setting up a mutually resonant pattern. 

PEMF Mechanism

PEMFs can affect the electrical activity of the brain to either slow it down or

speed it up. To varying degrees, this will then change the frequencies of the

brain to shift to patterns that enhance sleep.

PEMF and Sleep

Pulsed Electro Magnetic Frequency (PEMF) 
脉冲电磁频率



The unique dual coil system of the SleepWav

allows the device to also produce unique 

scalar wave frequencies.

Scalar

Scalar energy is readily transferred from product

to cell which brings the electrical charge across

cell membranes up to optimal levels.

Scalar

Scalar waves are produced when two 

electromagnetic waves of the same frequency 

are opposite to each other and the amplitudes 

subtract and cancel each other. 

Waves

Scalar energy able to create an

antidepressant effect by direct action on

neurotransmitter movement.

Energy

Scalar Wave
特斯拉标量波



EVERY AMETHYST 
CRYSTAL IS 
UNIQUE

Set into the center of every SleepWav is a uniquely created amethyst
crystal. Amethyst has been used for hundreds of years to aid and assist
in sleep. Our crystals have been specifically programed to help calm the
mind and nervous system of your body. By helping the body and the
mind to relax together, you can achieve a deeper more restful sleep.
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Vibrant Living with 2Vibrant Pte Ltd

Our Mission

• Our mission is quite simply to transform our world
through the application of energies, frequencies and
information.

• 2Vibrant Private Limited has been formed specifically to
bring cutting edge technologies and ideas to global
markets.

• Our VibrantWave technology allow us to embed
frequencies and informational structures into light and
sound waves for specialized delivery.

VibrantWave Technology

• Everything in the world has frequency and vibration.
Atoms vibrate between particle and wave.

• Matter appears solid but is mostly made of empty space,
yet within that space is energy, also known as the field.

• Our experience has been that energetic structures can be
optimized so that they operate more effectively. This is
what our VibrantWave technology accomplishes.

• This leading edge technology demonstrates that energy,
frequencies and information can accomplish real change.

• 2Vibrant is now moving forward to apply this technology
to create new products and services in a wide variety of
areas.



Gregory Blake Becker 

• Gregory is an experienced researcher with special interest in natural healing and
quantum physics application in biomedical field.

• In 2009, Gregory Co-Produced and Directed the documentary film “The Living
Matrix” which introduced him to a wide variety of cutting-edge scientists who are
working on understanding and validating the phenomena of energetic healing.

• It was this experience and the experience of his own health crisis that lead Gregory
to a major change in his career path and he started to apply his understanding of
metaphysics with leading edge science, particularly the new breakthroughs that are
occurring in quantum physics.

• Gregory has pursued additional independent research into resonance vibrational
energies and has developed a new technique that allows for the capture and re-
production of natural energetic essences.

• This technique captures the fundamental resonant vibration of a substance and
allows for that essence to be reproduced as needed. This breakthrough technology
can radically enhance natural substances and products, bringing them to a new level
of efficacy.

• 2Vibrant Private Limited, specifically to bring to the world products that are based
upon his most recent findings on the abilities of natural resonance vibration to impact
the human body.

EXPERT BEHIND SLEEPWAV
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